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A goal programming approach for fuzzy flexible linear
programming problems
S.H. Nasseri1,* and G.A. Ramzannia-Keshteli 2
Abstract. We are concerned with solving Fuzzy Flexible Linear Programming (FFLP)
problems. Even though, this model is very practical and is useful for many applications, but
there are only a few methods for its situation. In most approaches proposed in the
literature, the solution process needs at least, two phases where each phase needs to solve
a linear programming problem. Here, we propose a method to solve the given problem in
just one phase using only one problem. Furthermore, using our approach, sensitivity
analysis of Fuzzy Flexible Linear Programming (FFLP) problem is simpler. For an
illustration of our method, some numerical examples given. In particular, a practical
problem is formulated and is solved by our method and several other methods and the
obtained results are compared.
Keywords: Linear programming, goal programming, fuzzy flexible linear programming,
multi parametric linear programming, sensitivity analysis.
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1. Introduction
Linear Programming (LP) problems has been used to model many serious real-life decision
making problems such as management, economic, transportation, data envelopment analysis,
railways, agricultural, and many industrial applications [24,25]. LP problems involve the
optimization of a linear objective function, subject to some linear equality and inequality constraints
involving some continuous /discrete non-negative decision variables. A typical model of an LP
problem is:
( )

∑

∑

(1)

and Goal Programming (GP) as a multi-objective optimization approach in turn as multi-criteria
decision analysis was introduced originally by Charnes and Cooper [8] to solve multi-objective
programming problems with multiple and conflicting objectives. Later, Lee [19], Ignizio [18],
Romero [27], Chang [6-7], Tabrizi et al. [31], Narasimhan [22] used GP in various areas such as
engineering, transportation, economics, agriculture, and finance. GP is an important technique for
Decision-Makers (DMs) considering simultaneously several objectives in finding a set of desirable
solutions.
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Decision makers have applied fuzzy set theory to solve some complex problems in management
science, and industrial applications. The idea of fuzzy mathematical programming was first
proposed by Tanaka et al. [32] in the framework of fuzzy decision of Bellman and Zadeh [3]. For
the first time, Zimmerman [39] presented a formulation of fuzzy LP problem and subsequently
different types of LP problems were proposed by many authors to solve complex real-life problems.
Recently, Bector and Chandra [2] presented four categories of FLP problems to be mention in the
following section:
Type 1: LP problems with fuzzy inequalities and crisp objective function
Type 2: LP problems with crisp inequalities and fuzzy objective function
Type3: LP problems with fuzzy inequalities and fuzzy objective function
Type4: LP problems with fuzzy parameters
In the type 1 FLP problems is presumed that the fuzziness of the available resources is
characterized by the membership function over a tolerance range.
It is necessary to differentiate between flexibilities in constraints and the goal and uncertainty of
the data. Flexibility is modeled by fuzzy sets and may reflect the fact that constraints or goal are
linguistically formulated, and their satisfaction is a matter of tolerance and degrees or fuzziness [3[.
On the other hand, there is ambiguity corresponding to an objective variability in the model
parameters (Randomness), or a lack of knowledge of the parameter values (epistemic uncertainty).
Randomness originates from the random nature of events and it is about uncertainty regarding the
membership or non-membership of an element in a set. Epistemic uncertainty deals with ill-known
parameters modeled by fuzzy intervals in the setting of possibility theory [13, 38[. In [33],
Verdegay proposed a parametric linear programming model with a single parameter using   cuts
to achieve an equivalent model for fuzzy linear programming problems with flexible constraints.
After that, Verdegay [34] used the duality results to solve the original fuzzy linear programming
problem. Werner’s in [36] introduced an interactive multiple objective programming model subject
to its constraint being flexible and proposed a special approach for solving multiple objective
programming models based on fuzzy set theory. In the mentioned work, the classical model is
extended by integrated the flexible constraints. After that, Delgado et al. [11] proposed a general
model for fuzzy linear programming problem. In particular, the authors suggested a resolution
method for the mentioned problem. Campos et al. [9] considered a linear programming problem
with fuzzy constraints including fuzzy coefficients in both the matrix and the right hand sides. They
dealt with an auxiliary model resulting from the embedding constraints of the main model. After
that, Nasseri et al [23] introduced an equivalent fuzzy linear model for the flexible linear
programming problems and proposed a fuzzy primal simplex algorithm to solve these problems.
Recently, Attari and Nasseri [1] introduced a concept of feasibility and efficiency of solution for the
fuzzy mathematical programming problems. The suggested algorithm solves two classical
associated linear programing problems to achieve an optimal flexible solution. Unfortunately, this
process is not efficient and the sensitivity analysis on this model, does not work well, because the
initial fuzzy flexible linear programming problem after being transfered to a multi-parametric linear
programming problem is reduced to two associated linear programming problems. Here, we are
going to overcome the mentioned shortcomings by first introducing an associated multi-parametric
linear programming problem and then proposing a new goal programming approach to obtain an
optimal solution efficiently.
The rest of our work is organized as follows. In Section 2, a practical form of fuzzy linear
programming model, entitled fuzzy flexible linear programming problem, is introduced. In
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particular, a two-phase algorithm is presented to solve these models. In Section 3, first based on the
fuzzy flexible linear programming model, a multi-parametric linear programming problem is
introduced and then a new approach for solving the associated problem is given. We entitled the
model as MPLGP problem. Section 4 gives a comparative study of the mentioned methods given in
sections 2 and 3. A post optimality discussion based on MPLGP model is given in Section 5 to
complete our discussion. Finally, Section 6 considers a case study concerned with producing four
products of a manufacturing company to cultivate some strategic products to achieve the maximum
profit.

2. Fuzzy flexible linear programming
A convenient fuzzy linear programming model is a Fuzzy Flexible Linear Programming (FFLP)
problem. There are various the flexible linear programming [1, 10, 23[ models in the literature. In
the following subsection, a definition of problem is given.

2.1. FFLP problem with linear membership function
Consider a decision maker faced with a linear programming problem in which he/she can endure
violation in satisfaction of at the constraints. For each constraint in the constraint set, this
assumption can be denoted by
, modeled by use of a membership function
as follows:
( )

{ (

)

(2)

)
where ( ) is strictly decreasing and continuous, ( )
and (
.
This membership function expresses that the decision maker tolerates violation in the
accomplishment of the constrain up to the value
. The function ( ) gives the degree of
satisfaction of the th constrains for
, but this value is obtained by means of the function ,
defined over . Considering these assumptions, the associated FFLP problem can be presented as
follows:
̃

̃( )

̃( )

∑ ̃

∑

,
(3)

̃( )
(

∑ ̃
)

∑

,

,
(
) is an
where
dimensional real decision vector, ̃ ( ̃ ̃
̃ ) is an
dimensional fuzzy vector of fuzzy parameters involved in the objective function . Here, the
fuzzy parameters are assumed to be characterized by fuzzy numbers as introduced in [33[.
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For these fuzzy parameters, the membership function

are defined for a fuzzy
̃

number ̃ , where ̃ is a convex continuous fuzzy subset on the real line. is the th row of matrix
,
a real
dimensional matrix of technical
[ ]
coefficients. The notation “
”, is used for maximizing the objective function in a fuzzy sense,
and “ ” represents a fuzzy extension of “ ” on which is applied to compare the left side of the
fuzzy constraints with the right hand side [33[ .
In general, model (3) is not well-defined due to the following reasons:
i. We cannot maximize the fuzzy quantity ̃ ( ).
)
ii. The constraint (
do not result in a crisp feasible set.
Now, we are going to discuss on fuzzy ordering based on using linear ranking functions. One
appropriate approach to state a crisp optimal solution preference of alternative is comparing fuzzy
( )
quantities by means of ranking function
that maps each fuzzy quantity to the real
line, where there exists a natural order (for more details, see in ]20,25[).
If, we want to define a deterministic feasible set, an idea is to provide confidence level  i at
which it is desired that the corresponding th fuzzy constraint holds. Therefore, in order to remove
those mentioned restriction, the following problem is devised:
( )
{ (

( ( ̃ ))
}
)

(4)

Where ( ( ̃ )) means the corresponding crisp value of the fuzzy function ( ̃ ) based on a
linear ranking function. To drive for a meaningful choice of membership function for each fuzzy
)
)
constraint, it is disputed that if (
, then the th constraint is fully satisfied. If (
, where is the predefined maximum tolerance from zero, as determined by the decision maker,
) (
), the membership function is
then the th constraint is perfectly violated. For (
monotonically decreasing. If this decrease is along with a linear function, then it is sensible to select
the membership function of the th constraint as
(
{ (

)

(

}

{
This relation can be rewrites as follows:

)

)

(
(

( )

)

(5)

)

(6)
{

and (4) gets to be
( )

( ( ̃ ))
(
)

(7)
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.
We name the above problem as multi-parametric linear programming problem and we will show it
in an abbreviated form as (MPLP1) [1,4,16].
Now, we are going to give the concept of feasible solution of the fuzzy linear programming
problem (7).
Definition 1. Let ̅
̅

(

)

(

be a vector, and
(

{

)

}.

(8)

A vector
̅ is called an ̅-feasible solution to problem (7).
The following proposition allows us to define the feasible set for problem (7) as an intersection of
all ̅-cuts corresponding to fuzzy constraints.
Proposition 1. Let ̅

(

)

(

. Then

̅

⋂

(

{
For

(namely,

, where

is the

)
Proof. For any ̅ (
Now from (9), we have
, then we have
⋂
(
)
and
hence

)}

(9)

-cut of the th fuzzy constraint).
(

(
).
, let
̅ . Then,
, and therefore
On the other hand, if
⋂
for all
. Therefore,
This
completes
the
proof.
̅

) and
Proposition 2. Let ̅̅̅ (
feasibility of x implies ̅̅̅ feasibility.

(

), where

for all. Then

Proof. The proof is straightforward.
For a given
(
, let
be a usual
feasible solution to (7) (a solution with the same
(
),
degrees of satisfaction in all of constraint). It has the meaning of
orequivalently
,for all
) (
If ̅ (
, then
which impliesthat the
feasibility of (7) can be understood as a special case of the ̅ feasibility.So the following result can be obtained.
Corollary 1. If problem (7) is not infeasible, then

is not empty.

Proof. The proof is straightforward.
(
)
Definition 2. Let“ ” be a fuzzy extension of the binary relation “ ” and let
) (
be an ̅ feasibility solution to (7), where ̅ (
and let ( ̃ ) be a fuzzy
objective. The vector
is an ̅ efficient solution to (7) with maximization of the objective
function, if there is no any
( ( ̃ )).
̅ such that ( ( ̃ ))
An ̅ efficient solution with minimization of the objective function can be defined similarly.
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Note that any ̅ efficient solution to the FFLP problem is an ̅ feasible solution to the FFLP
problem with some extra properties. In the following theorem, we present a necessary and sufficient
condition for an ̅ efficient solution to (7).
) (
(
)
Theorem 1. Let ̅ (
and
be an
̅ feasible solution to (7). Then a vector
is an ̅ efficient solution to problem (7) with
maximization of the objective function, if and only if
is an optimal solution of the following
problem:
( )

( ( ̃ ))

(

where each

)

(10)

is a predefined maximum tolerance.

) [
(
)
Proof. Let ̅ (
and
be an
̅ efficient solution to problem (7) with maximization of the objective function. By Definition 1
(
),
and (6), we have
for
. Therefore,
is a feasible
(
))
solution to (10). Also by Definition 8, there is no
such
that
̃
(
( ( ̃ )).
̅
Thus means that
is an optimal solution to (10), and in this case is obviously an ̅ feasible
solution to the problem (7). Thus by Definition 2, the optimality of
implies the ̅ efficiency of
.
In Theorem1, we have provided a computational method to solve fuzzy flexible linear programming
problem (7). Thus by assigning a specific ̅ by a decision maker, we may replace the
in the
corresponding constraint of (10), and solve the resulted problem to compute the ̅ efficient
solution to problem (7). An ̅ efficient solution to (7) has two characteristics:
i. The solution has various satisfaction degrees corresponding to the constraints.
ii. The acquired solution is optimal.
This solution permits the decision maker to obtain a more flexible and more compatibility by
assigning desired preferences, specially in an online optimization process.
In Theorem 1, a method to FFLP problem is introduced to obtain an ̅ efficient solution. If the
resulting problem (10) has only one optimal solution, then we know this solution is an ̅ efficient
solution to the given fuzzy problem. In the case of that problem (10) has some multiple optimal
solutions, find a maximum efficient solution, i.e., an ̅ efficient solution with
, we apply the following two-phase approach.
In the two-phase approach, problem (10) is solved in phase 1, while in phase 2, a solution is
obtained which has a higher satisfaction degree than the previous solution. So, by using the twophase approach, we can obtain a better utilization of the available resources. Also, the solution
resulting by this two-phase approach is always an ̅ efficient solution.
We will call problem (10) as the phase 1 problem. Let

(

be the optimal solution of Phase 1 with ̅ degree of efficiency. Set
. In Phase 2, we solve the following problem:

) and (
{ (

( ( ̃
)

)))
}
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∑
( ( ̃ ))
(

( ( ̃
)

))

(11)

We name problem (11) as Multi-Parametric Linear Programming problem (MPLP2).
) be an optimal solution to (MPLP 2) as given by (11). We have the following
Let (
result.
Theorem 2.
, an optimal solution of problem (11) (MPLP 2), is a maximal ̅
of problem (7).

efficient solution

Proof. Since in problem (11), we have
, using Proposition 2,
is an ̅ feasible
solution to problem (3) and this implies that it is feasible for problem (10). Now, by optimality of
))
in (11) and ( ( ̃
in (10) and hence
( ( ̃ )), we have optimality of
))
is also an ̅ efficient solution to (7). Also because
( ( ̃
( ( ̃ )). Therefore,
(
) is optimal and the coefficients in the objective function of problem (11) are
{ (
}
)
positive, we have
. Now, assume
be not a maximum
̅ -efficient solution to (7). Then, there exists an ̅ -efficient x  to (7) such that
{ (
}
)
and for some , we have
where
and
(
))
(
)).
(
)
Therefore, we have
as a feasible solution of (11) and
( ̃
( ̃
∑
But this implies that (

∑

∑

∑

)is not a solution to (11) and it is clearly a contradiction.

Now, we are ready to present our algorithm for solving FFLP problem.
2.2. Algorithm 1. Main steps of the proposed algorithm for FFLP problem
Assumption 1: A fuzzy mathematical model in the form of Fuzzy Flexible Linear Programming
(FFLP) is given. The parameters of the equivalent model appeared in (7) including
and ̃ ,
for
, and
, for all
are given).
Assumption 2. A linear ranking function to rank the fuzzy numbers is given (see [2, 3, 4, 6, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 21, 22, 24, 25, and 26]).
Step 1: Using the given ranking function, obtain the corresponding crisp objective function for the
given fuzzy objective function.
Step 2: Obtain the corresponding Multi-Parametric Linear Programming problem (MPLP1) for
problem (3), based on the relations (4)-(6).
Step 3: Solve the MPLP 1 and first obtain the optimal value of
and , and then the optimal
value of the objective function ( ).
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Step 4: Reformat MPLP1 in the format of MPLP 2 based on the optimal solution of MPLP1 in step
3
Step 5: Solve MPLP2 to obtain an optimal solution for the FFLP, considered as the main problem
(3).

3. Goal programming approach for solving FFLP problem
3.1. A survey of goal programming model
The goal programming originally proposed by Charnes and Cooper [8] is used to solve multiobjective decision making problems by finding solutions being satisfactory. GP is one of the most
powerful multi-objective optimization techniques, based on the distance function, where a decisionmaker (DM) looks for the solution that minimizes the absolute deviation between the achievement
level of the objective and its aspiration level. This can be stated as follows:
∑

( )

(

(12)
)

where ( ) is the linear function of the th goal, and
is the aspiration level of the th goal. In
( ) and
( ( ) )
( )
GP, the distance between
is expressed by the
(
), where
deviational variable
and
is the negative deviational variable,
( )) and
(
( )
).
is the positive deviational variable,
(
Minimizing the distance between ( ) and
means minimizing either
or
or
.
We minimize
when we need ( )
(maximization problem), minimize
, when we
need ( )
(minimization problem) and also minimize
, when we need ( )
.
Accordingly, GP is a minimization problem of the deviational variables which can be done by
various type of methods such as Standard GP (SGP), weighted GP (WGP), Lexicographic GP
(LGP), Chebyshev or min-max GP (MGP), Mixed binary GP (MBGP), Fuzzy GP (FGP), MultiChoice as GP (MCGP) and Fuzzy Multi-Choice GP (FMCGP) are some extensions of the basic GP
model (Lee 1978; Ignizio 1976; Zimmerman 1978; Tamiz, Jones and Romero 1998; Romero 2001;
Chang 2004, 2007; Bankian Tabrizi, Kamran Shahnaghi and Saeed Jabalameli 2012). Next, the
mathematical formulations of the above models are presented as 1-8 below:
1. Standard goal programming (SGP) model
∑
(13)
( )

2. Lexicographic goal programming (LGP) model
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[∑(

)

∑(

)

∑(

9

)]
(14)

( )

where
represents the index set of goals placed in the th priority level,
are the
respective positive and negative weights attached to these deviations in the achievement function.
3. Weighted goal programming (WGP) model
∑
( )

where

(

(15)

,

) are determined by the decision maker.

4. Chebyshev or min-max goal programming (MGP) model
,
( )

where

(16)

is an extra continuous variable that measures the maximal deviation.

5. Mixed binary goal programming (MBGP) model
)

∑(
( )

,

where the binary control variable of the
function of the th goal.

th goal is

, and

(17)

is the environment constraint

6. Fuzzy goal programming (FGP) model
( )

(

( )

)
(18)
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( ) ( )
where
indicates the th fuzzy goal approximately less than or equal to
approximately greater than or equal to) the aspiration level
.
7. Multi-choice goal programming (MCGP) model
( )

∑

)

(19)

)

(20)

where all the variables are defined as in GP.
8. Fuzzy multi-choice goal programming (FMCGP) model
( )

∑
Downloaded from iors.ir at 3:38 +0330 on Monday January 25th 2021

(

where
̃

(̃

̃

̃

are the relative importance of the objective function and the aspiration level
, are assumed to be triangular fuzzy numbers with membership functions
.

3.2. Proposed method (GP approach) for solving FFLP
According to the given discussion in section 2, we observe that the proposed approach to solve
FFLP problems is just to consider the intended amount of , and then obtain the amount of the
objective function, and identify the maximum amount of objective function with the maximum
value for the
through obtained feasible solutions. This solution is considered as an important
initial information for the second phase, by keeping the optimum level of the current objective
function and increasing the amount ∑
.
In fact, two goals to be accomplished:
First goal: keep the value of obtained objective function and improve it.
Second goal: increase the value of ∑
.
However, the above approach has following difficulties
1. If the value of changes, the problem needs to be solved again.
2. There is no constant and fixed way to find the value of the intended objective function. We need
to change the value of to arrive at the intended value of the objective function. To do so, we need
to solve the problem several times.
It overcome the above shortcomings, we present a GP approach to solve the following problem:
( ( ̃ ))
̂

∑

̂
(21)
(

)

,
,
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We call the above model as Multi-Parametric Linear Goal Programming (MPLGP) problem.
Remark 2. In the above model, the parameters ̂ and ̂ are the values for objective function and
∑
to be given by decision maker.
Remark 3. We will have the two following states after solving the model.
First state: The problem has an optimal result, when the value of objective function gets negative.
Second state: There is no feasible solution, thus the value of the intended objective function of ̂ is
not appropriate.
Remark 4. It should be noted that if we want to consider a reasonable and acceptable decision
about the intended objective function of ̂ and value of ∑
, it is right to solve the first problem
in a condition that is equal to 1 to have a least acceptable value of objective function ( ̂ ).
Then, we replace the numbers instated of ̂.
Remark 5. One of the advantages of the above model is that by solving the problem, we will
certainly have an optimal solution recognizing a logical limit of ̂ , ̂,
selection in order to do
sensitivity analysis.
Algorithm 2. Main steps of GP approach for FFLP problem
Assumption 1: A Fuzzy Flexible Linear Programming (FFLP) problem is given to be solved such
as Problem (3). The parameters of the its equivalent model is given by (7) named as MPLP 1,
including ̃ , for
and
,
, for all
and as a given value by
the decision maker for the objective value of problem (10).
Assumption 2: A kind of linear ranking function for ordering of fuzzy parameters is used.
Step 1: Using the given ranking function, obtain the corresponding crisp objective function for the
objective function of MPLP1.
Step 2: Obtain the corresponding Multi-Parametric Linear Goal Programming (MPLGP) problem
for problem (7) based on (21)
Step3: Solve the MPLGP problem and obtain the optimal value of xˆ * and ̂ * , and finally the
̂ ( )
̂
∑
optimal value of the objective function as
̂ .
( ( ̃ ̂ ))

4. Numerical study
In this section, we are going to illustrate the proposed algorithms given in the previous section.
Example 1. Consider the following problem:
( ̃ )
̃

̃

̃

̃
(22)
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(
) ̃
where the fuzzy coefficients of the objective function are assumed to be ̃
(
),
(
) ̃
(
) and
̃
are predefined
), and
maximum tolerances for (
,
as the lower bounds of
), given by the decision
the satisfaction degrees which is desired, for the th constraint (
maker.
Solution process: The optimal solution of the above FFLP problem are obtained by Algorithm 1
and Algorithm 2.
4.1. Optimal solution using Algorithm 1
Here, we are going to obtain the optimal solution of the FFLP problem which given as (22) by
Algorithm 1. The main steps of this algorithm are given below.
Step 1: Using the given ranking function (Yager ranking function [6]), we obtain the corresponding
crisp objective function for the fuzzy objective function as follows.
( )
.
( ( ̃ ))
Step 2: Construct the corresponding MPLP 1 for problem (15) as follows:
( )
(

)

(

)

(23)

(

)

Step 3: The optimal solution of problem (23) is obtained by Lingo software package as follows:

and

( ( ̃ ))

.

Step 4: Based on the optimal solution of problem (23) in Step 3, construct the MPLP 2 as follows:

(

)
(

(24)
)

(

)
.

Step 5: The optimal solution of the above problem is founded by Lingo software package as
follows:
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.
Then, the optimal value of the objective function of problem (24) is:
( ( ̃ ))

.

4.2. Optimal solution using Algorithm 2
Now, again consider the FFLP problem given by (22). In this part, the problem is solved by
Algorithm 2.

Downloaded from iors.ir at 3:38 +0330 on Monday January 25th 2021

Step 1: Using the given ranking function, we obtain the corresponding crisp objective function for
the objective function of the problem as follows:
( ( ̃ ))

( )

.

Note that in this problem, we applied Yager’s ranking function [6].
Step 2: Construct the corresponding Multi-Parametric Linear Goal Programming (MPLGP)
problem for problem (22) as follows:

(

)

(
(

)

(25)
)

.
Step 3: The optimal solution of the above problem is obtained by the Lingo software package as
follows:
̂

̂

̂

̂

̂

̂

̂

̂ ( )

( ( ̃ ))

Remark 6. By solving the mentioned FFLP problem using the two different methods, in fact,
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, we observed that the proposed optimal solution of problem (25) is
actually the optimal solution of problem (24). This result indicates that the proposed method based
on the MPLGP model, as given in (21), is more convenient and more practical, since our method
can solve the problem merely by a single process directly.
5 Sensitivity analysis
In the previous section, we showed that the problem

( ( ̃ ))
̂
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(26)

̂
(

)
,

,

Is easier to solve in which we directly consider the -cuts of the constraints in the auxiliary
objective function. In particular, we saw that our proposed approach could solve the main problem
directly by solving just one problem, while the suggested approach by Attari and Nasseri [1], needs
to find an optimal solution by solving two problems and in particular, using two phases. Now, we
are going to perform a sensitivity analysis of the optimal solution by changing some known
parameters of the right-hand-sides such as
( : Lower bound of the -cut for the
th constraint).
5.1. In the first evaluation, we consider the amount of
and
be equal to one and also
[
consider
. Then, by solving the corresponding MPLGP problem (26) for problem (23),
we obtain the optimal solution and the optimal value of the objective function ( ( ̃ )).
Table 1. Objective function value for problem (25) based on
the amount of
from 0.1 to 1
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

99.28571

101.4286

103.5714

105.7143

107.8571

110

112.1429

114.2857

116.4286

118.5714
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∑

Table 1 shows that various obtained values of the objective function using various values of
from 0.1 to 1. We see that by increasing the amount of parameter
, the objective function value
decreases.
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Figure 1: Variation of the objective function with the given results in Table 1
Figure 1 shows that the variation of the objective function based on the variation of the parameter
[
. We see that the minimum and the maximum values of the objective function are
respectively 99.2857 and 118.5714.
5.2. In the second examination, we consider the variation of the objective function values based on
the variation of the parameter
which is allowed to change from 0.1 to 1with a fixed value, or
and
which is considered by
. Various values of the objective function for the
MPLGP problem associated with problem (25) are reported in Table 2.
Table 2. Objective function value for problem (25) based on
the amount of
from 0.1 to 1
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

99.28571

99.28571

99.28571

99.28571

99.28571

99.28571

99.28571

99.28571

99.28571

99.28571
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Clearly, the obtained results show that there is not improvement on the objective function value
based on the variation of the parameter
. Thus, we realize that the increasing the resource level
for the second constraint is not effective in improving the optimal value of the objective function.
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Figure 2: Variation of the objective function with the given results in Table 2
5.3. In the third examination, we explore the variation of the objective function values based on the
variation in the first lower bound of the satisfaction level that is
with a fixed values for the
second and the third levels using
. The obtained numerical results from solving the
MPLGP problem associated with problem (25) are given in Table 3.

Table 3. Objective function value for problem (25) based on
the amount of
from 0.1 to 1
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

99.28571

100.2143

101.1429

102.0714

103

103.9286

104.1304

104.1304

104.1304

104.1304
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In our examination, we see that increasing the resource level for the first constraint is strongly
effective when the degree satisfaction goes beyond 0.5. Hence, any decrease in the degree of
satisfaction of the first constraint from 0.5 to zero will be concluded a great improvement on the
optimal value of the objective function.
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Figure 3: Variation of the objective function with the given results in Table3

Remark 7. The above numerical examination shows that variation on the resource level of the
second constraint is not effective for improve the current optimal value of the objective function.
However, the objective function value is sensitive when the available resources for the first and the
third constraints change.
The above remark leads us to focus on a new examination to explore variation of the optimal value
of the objective function with respect to variations of the first and the third available resource levels
simultaneously. Table 4 gives the result of this examination.

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

104.1304

106.576

109.0218

111.4674

113.9131

116.3587

118.8043

121.25

123.6956

126.2413

0.1

104.1304

106.576

109.0218

111.4674

113.9131

116.3587

118.8043

121.25

123.6956

126

0.2

104.1304

106.576

109.0218

111.4674

113.9131

116.3587

118.6429

120.7857

122.9286

125.0714

0.3

104.1304

106.576

109.0348

111.2857

113.4286

115.5714

117.7143

119.8571

122

124.142

0.4

Table 4. Objective function value for problem (25)
based on the amounts of
and
from 0.1 to 1

1
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Figure 3 shows the mentioned result, graphically.

106.0714

108.2143

110.3571

112.5

114.6429

116.757

118.9286

121.0714

123.2143

0.5

103

105.1429

107.2857

109.4286

111.5714

113.0143

115.8571

118

120.1429

122.2857

0.6

102

104.2143

106.3571

108.5

110.6429

112.7857

114.9286

117.0714

119.2143

121.3571

0.7

101.1429

103.2857

105.4286

107.5714

109.7142

111.8571

114

116.1429

118.2857

120.4286

0.8

100.2143

102

104.5

106.6429

1087857

110.9286

113.0714

115.2143

117.3571

119.5

0.9

99.28571

101

103.5714

105.7143

107.8571

110

112.1429

114.2857

116.4286

118.5714

1
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103.9286

Table 4 gives various values of the objective function of problem (25) using the variation from 0.1
to 1 for
and
.
The results in Table 4 show that the optimal value of the objective function with respect to the
parameter
is more sensitive as compared to the parameter
.
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Figure 4: The variation value of the objective function corresponding to the given results in Table 4
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5.5 Now, we are at a place to give more discussions of sensitivity analysis for a decision maker to
improve the satisfaction level with variation upon all parameters.
Now, assume that the decision maker would like to make an optimal decision for the MPLGP
problem associated as problem (23), while the summation value of the satisfaction level of all the
constraints are to be equal or bigger than a desirable value. In fact, this case will be an important
model of the MPLGP problem. To this aim, we are going to solve two numerical examples.
Example 5.1. Consider problem (25) with the new conditions as follows:
.
Thus, we have the following problem to solve:

(

)
(

(27)

)
(

)

.
Solving the above model, we get the optimal solution as follows:
̂

̂

̂

̂

̂

( ( ̃ ̂ ))

∑̂

The obtained results show that the suggested model can obtain an optimal solution having the same
value for the objective function of problem (25) with a higher degree for the summation of the
). In fact, our approach can obtain the optimal solution of the main problem
parameters (
by a simpler process, being more comfortable of the decision maker.
Example 5.2. Consider problem (25) with the following new conditions:
.
Then, problem (25) is changed to:

(

)

(

)
(

.

)

(28)
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The optimal solution of the main problem will be obtained by solving the above model as follows:
̂ ( )
̂
̂
̂
( ( ̃ ̂ ))
We see that the current model helps us to obtain an optimal solution for the main problem in the
following two senses:
(a) The last optimal value obtained by Attari and Nasseri [1] is less than the obtained optimal value
by our approach for the main problem.
(b) Unlike the optimal value obtained by Attari and Nasseri [1], our suggested approach obtained a
better solution with a higher satisfaction level. In fact, in Attari and Nasseri’s solution, the obtained
value for the objective unction is 114.642857 with
, while we obtained
the optimal value to be 115.2143, bigger than the optimal solution obtained by Attari and Nasseri
∑
[1], and with the general satisfaction level of ̂
̂
.
6. Case study
6.1. The problem
A manufacturing company desires to maximize the total profit from producing four products
(
) (
) (
) and (
) utilizing three different materials
and
. The
required information for producing each product is given in Tables 5 and 6. The company is to
) (
) (
) and (
) should be produced
figure out how many units of products (
to maximize the total profit.

Table 5: Required information for four different products studied in manufacturing company
First
Second
Third
Fourth
The required information of the items
product
product
product
product
The required amount of material
producing one unit

for

The required amount of material
producing one unit

for

The required amount of material
producing one unit

for

4.3

8

5.7

12

10

3.5

7

6.5

13

15.2

4

9.1

The number of used workers (persondaytime) for producing one unit

11

7

14

10

The gross benefit in producing one unit

14

19

15

21

The amount of lower bound

10

12

15

The amount of upper bound

100

100

100

17
100
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Table 6: Available resources and acceptable tolerances
Material

Material

Material

The of lower bound available
resources

1200

2300

1700

4000

The assumed tolerances for
resources

350

200

400

800

The limitations of items

human force

Now, based on the given data in tables 5 and 6, we present and solve a model to determine values of
) (
) (
) and (
) .
the four products (

6.2. Formulation of the problem
Decision variables:
: Amount for the first product
: Amount for the second product
: Amount for the third product
: Amount for the fourth product
Parameters:
: Amount of material

for producing one unit of th product (

),

: Amount of material

for producing one unit of th product (

),

: Amount of material

for producing one unit of th product (

)

: Number of used workers (person-daytime) for producing one unit of th product (
: Lower bound for the th product (

)

: Upper bound for the th product (

)

: Upper bound for available resources of material
: Upper bound for available resources of material
: Upper bound for available resources of material
: Upper bound for available resources of workers
: Amount of assumed tolerance for resource material
: Amount of assumed tolerance for resource material
: Amount of assumed tolerance for resource material

)
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: Amount of assumed tolerance for resource workers
: The Gross benefit for th product in one unit (

)

Objective function:
The objective function considers the maximum value of the gross benefit of producing four
products. Therefore, the objective function is
( ) ∑
.
Constraints:
Examining the available information, six types of constraint are identified:
1. Constraint corresponding to the amount of used material:
:∑
2 Constraint corresponding to the amount of used material:
:∑
3. Constraint corresponding to the amount of used material:
:∑
4. Constraint corresponding to the number of used workers:
:∑
5. Constraint corresponding to the lower bound for the th product:
(
)
6. Constraint corresponding to the lower bound for the jth product:
(
)
6.3. Mathematical model for FFLP problem
The mathematical formulation of the case study is now given as follows:
( )

(29)

Clearly, we see that the current model is in the form of an FFLP problem as given by (3). We solve
this problem in the next subsection. Note that, since in the above model the objective coefficient
appear in the crisp sense, Step 1 of both algorithms (Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2) should omitted,
and therefore, we will continue from Step 2.

6.4. Solution method

A goal programming approach for fuzzy flexible linear programming problems
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Here, we are going to first obtain the optimal solution of the FFLP problem as given by (26) using
Algorithm 1. The main steps of this algorithm is given nest.
Step 2: Obtain the corresponding MPLP 1 for problem (29) as follows:
( )
(
(

)
)
(

)

(

)

(30)

Step 3: The optimal solution of model (23) is achieved by means of the Lingo software package:

.
Step 4: Based on the optimal solution of problem (27) in Step 2, we obtain the MPLP 2 problem as
follows:
̂
(
(

)
)
(

(

)
)

(31)

Step 5: The optimal solution of the above problem is achieved by means of Lingo software
package:
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.
Thus, the optimal value of the objective function of problem (29) is

Next, we solve the current FFLP problem using Algorithm 2.
Step 2: Construct the corresponding multi parametric linear goal programming (MPLGP) model for
problem (26).
Step 3: The optimal solution of problem (26) is found to be

.
Step 4: The main FFLP problem is found to be

(
(

)
)(

)

(
(

The obtained optimal solution

and the optimal value of the objective function is
7. Conclusion

.

)
)
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We considered a new version of fuzzy mathematical programming problem entitled Fuzzy
Flexible Linear Programming (FFLP) problem to formulate a main practical problem. We saw the
model to be more adaptive in practical situations. In particular, based on a pioneering concept of
feasibility of solutions, a new concept of ̅-feasibility and ̅-efficiency of solution in fuzzy flexible
linear programming problem was introduced to propose a parametric approach for solving the
original problem by solving two associated classical linear programming problems. The usual
available parametric approach needs to solve the main problem in two phases, not being convenient
for the decision makers. We used sensitivity analysis for the suggested approach by considering for
both phases of the mentioned approach. We proposed two methods entitled Algorithm1 and
Algorithm 2. The results indicate that our proposed method (MPLGP) is more convenient and more
applicable, since it can solve the problem directly in single process. To evaluate the efficiency of
the proposed approach, we illustrated our discussion with a practical case based on post optimality
for the parameters of the problem. We gave our examinations in five main categories. In the first
case, we considered the amounts of
to be equal to 1, while the third parameter
belonged to [
. This illustrative examination showed that the corresponding MPLGP model to
problem (25) provided various values of the objective function, decreasing from 118.5714 to
99.2851. Table 1 showed this result.
In the next examination, we considered the variation of the objective function value based on the
variation of the parameter
, which is allowed to change from 0.1 to 1 with a fixed value of
as
. Various values of the objective function for the MPLGP model
associated with problem (25) were obtained as reported in Table 2. According to this table, we see
that there is not any improvement on the objective function value, based on variation of the
parameter
. In fact, we conclude that increase in the resource level corresponding to the second
constraint is not effective in improving the optimal value of the objective function.
In the third examination, we explored the variation of the objective function value based on the
variation of the first lower bound of the satisfaction level, that is,
, with fixed values for the
second and the third levels as
. The achieved numerical results from solving the
MPLGP model associated with problem (25) was given in Table 3.
We see that unlike the previous examined case, in the current case, any increase in the resource
level corresponding to the first constraint is strongly effective beyond the degree of satisfaction
equal to 0.5. Hence, any decrease in the degree of satisfaction of the first constraint from 0.5 to zero
will result on a great improvement on the optimal value of the objective function. In particular, the
above numerical examination showed that variation on the resource level for the second constraint
is not effective to improve the current optimal value of the objective function, while the objective
function value for sensitive upon variation on the available resources for the first and the third
constraints. This lead us to focus on a new examination for the decision maker to vary the optimal
value of the objective function for any variation of the first and the third available resource levels
simultaneously. Table 4 gives the result of this examination. Clearly, Table 4 gave the various
values of the objective function of the MPLGP for problem (25) based on the variation from 0.1 to 1
for
and
. The results in Table 4 showed that the optimal value of the objective function with
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respect to the parameter
was more sensitive in comparison with the parameter
. As a final
examination of our numerical study, we made a discussion on sensitivity analysis when a decision
maker would like to improve the satisfaction level for variation of all parameters. We assume that
the decision maker would like to make an optimal decision for the MPLGP problem associated with
problem (25) while the summation value of the satisfaction level of all the constraints were to be
equal or bigger than some desired values. The obtained results showed that the proposed model
could obtain an optimal solution with the same value for the objective function of problem (25) with
a higher degree for the summation of the parameters
. According to the obtained
optimal solution for the resulting model, we obtained a better amount for the objective function of
the first problem as compared to the two-phase model. Also, a better value of ∑
, was
obtained. Finally, the above illustrative examples and in particular, the given case study showed our
proposed approach to be more convenient for the decision maker, because it could solve the fuzzy
flexible linear programming problem using more convenient steps. Furthermore, the same approach
may be applied when to an extended model with fuzzy tolerances and to the generalized model with
as multi-objectives having fuzzy flexible constraints.
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